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Contract theory predicts that workers are remunerated based on all available unbiased individual
performance measures. In the real world, measures are often biased: tasks are too complex to
include all measures, unforeseen contingencies occur for which contracts specify nothing, and
the necessity of cooperation and coordination at tasks would be undermined by purely individual
measures. Hence, alternative incentive mechanisms are employed (implicit contracts, efficiency
wages, wage profiles, tournaments). This suggests that bonus pay is linked to task
characteristics: complex tasks will be negatively related to bonus pay, unforeseen contingencies
and the necessity to cooperate or coordinate will be positively correlated to premiums on
aggregated levels such as team or firm bonus. The present article explores these relations using
a French cross-sectional micro-data set. While complexity is found not to be negatively related to
bonus pay, the other two effects are supported by the data.
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Introduction

This paper concerns a topic which has been extensively studied in economic
theory: the hidden action problem. In particular, we will deal with the situation were the principal is an employer who wants to induce the agent,
the employee, to carry out tasks which cannot or only partially be observed
or contracted on. The existing literature proposes several solutions to this
problem ranging from formal contracts which condition payments on signals
(see e.g. Dye (1986), Holmstrom (1982), Holmstrom and Milgrom (1991),
Salanie (1998)), eÆciency wages (Shapiro and Stiglitz 1984), tournament
theory (Lazear and Rosen (1981), Green and Stockey (1983)) to implicit
contracts (Bull (1987), Rosen (1985)). The empirical implications of these
models have been tested by several authors, respective literature surveys can
be found in Prendergast (1999), Malcomson (1999), Gibbons (1996), or in
the special issue of the Industrial and Labor Relations Review on incentives
published in 1990.
The question which type of solution will be selected by the employer has
not been studied nearly as extensively: Baker, Gibbons, and Murphy (1999)
explain the choice between relational and formal performance contracts and
Lazear (1995) organises his monograph on personnel economics along dichotomous choices of the rm, e.g. between xed versus variable pay or
absolute versus relative evaluation. Some of these choices were analysed empirically: Brown (1990) as well as Pele (1997) examine the incidence of xed
pay versus piece rates; Dupuy and Lafranchi (1998) deal with the decision
between absolute and relative pay; MacLeod and Parent (1998) nally estimate a sequence of choices consisting of the question whether to remunerate
deterministically or stochastically, in form of hourly wages or by piece rates,
using a formal or an informal contract, and nally by making bonus payments to good workers or ring bad workers.
Similarly to the quoted studies, we want to examine rm's choice of the remuneration scheme empirically. The approach taken in this paper, however,
focuses on the level at which performance is remunerated, i.e. we examine
when rms give individual, team, or rm bonuses.
To nd out about rm's behaviour, we use a data set (ECMOSS 1992) which
is particularly apt to our approach: rst, it includes detailed information on
various types of bonus payments; second, there is information on the tasks
which can be related to the used remuneration scheme; nally, all this information is observed post-wise, so that inference need not rely on aggregated
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quantities.
The remainder of the article is organised as follows: we will begin by sketching
a theoretical framework in which the empirical analysis can be placed in
section 2, then we propose a statistical model to explore the relation between
job characteristics and remuneration in section 3; the data will be introduced
in section 4; The estimation results are presented in section 6; section 7
concludes.
2

Theoretical motivation and hypotheses

We will not derive a fully- edged theoretical model in this section; rather,
we present a general setting, and formulate three basic principles which rms
will probably respect when deciding on remuneration schemes.
As in the classical analysis of the rm, the latter is assumed to maximise
pro ts; di erently, labour is not homogeneous but rather a vector of tasks
which need to be accomplished in order to produce the product or render the
service o ered by the rm. We suppose that there exists a production plan,
i.e. a xed assignment of these tasks to posts. One could imagine that this
production plan results from optimality considerations of the rm, e.g. the
rm could have made long term capital investments such as the installation
of heavy machinery; alternatively, the assignment could be inherent to the
product or service. The question why the rm follows a particular production plan, should not be pursued further, here. What is important, is the
dominance of this production plan over incentive considerations; it is this
dominance which allows to examine the design of incentives as depending on
prescribed tasks.
The admittingly strong sequential assumption that the remuneration scheme
is determined after posts are de ned, assigns a direction to our interpretation of the relation between job characteristics and remuneration schemes;
similar assumptions are explicitly and implicitly made by MacLeod and Parent (1998), Slade (1996), Dupuy and Lafranchi (1998) and Brown (1990).
Without such an assumption, estimation results become mere indicators of
correlation.
We suppose that tasks and combinations of tasks are linked to certain monitoring properties. As a consequence, performance is observable to both
parties at some posts while only performance signals are available at others;
3

in addition, the observability may be limited to rm and worker or include
the public, so that the respective signals are veri able at court.
Depending on the type and quality of information about the performance at
the posts, the optimally choosen remuneration scheme will vary: if performance is not observable, performance signals have to be used; if performance
or performance signals are not veri able, self-enforcing agreements have to
take the place of formal contracts (for an overview of self-enforcing agreements in labour relationships see Malcomson (1999)).
When performance signals are used their quality becomes an issue, where
quality is typically associated with the variance and the bias of the signal.
The variance unfolds its negative e ect when the rm faces risk averse workers and has to trade o the advantage of performance related pay against
a compensation for the risk forced on the workers. Despite this trade o ,
the information principle (Holmstrom (1979)) assures that no signal that
bears information will be discarded. While a high variance does not lead to
a suppression of signals, a large bias may have this consequence. The overwhelming negative e ects of biased performance measures are manifested in
many folkloristic examples (see e.g. Prendergast (1999)) and Holmstrom and
Milgrom (1991) as well as Baker (1992) have proven that discarding biased
signals may be optimal.
Typically, biased signals can be found when post descriptions are complex or
when working at a post involves a multitude of tasks so that the objective
of the rm cannot be completely covered by veri able signals. Following the
literature on costs of complex contracts (MacLeod 2000) and on multitasking
(Baker 1992), we note:
Presumption 1 (complexity) When tasks at a post are complex, the incidence of contracts which formally link performance to remuneration (formal
perfomance contracts) will be reduced.
Sometimes workers have to interact in a non-speci able way in order to maximise the objective of the rm. Paying workers on individual achievements
only, will induce them to neglect cooperation or coordination. This motivation to use team remuneration is theoretically explored by Drago and
Turnbull (1988), Arya, Glover, and Hughes (1997), and Itoh (1991). This
literature, leads us to the presumption:
Presumption 2 (cooperation) When interaction amongst workers is desired, team or group remuneration will be used more often, while the usage
of individual remuneration will be reduced.
4

If workers have to make decisions, individual performance remuneration may
be problematic as the quality of decisions is diÆcult to assess. However,
workers can be induced to internalise at least partially the consequences
of their decision on rms objectives by linking their remuneration to rm
performance measures.
If a posts requires decisions to be taken
the incidence of remuneration based on rm performance will be larger.

Presumption 3 (responsability)

The theoretical background of this presumption is the literature on investments (see e.g. Hart and Moore (1990)) where ownership induces an investor
to incorperate consequences of the investment.
3

The statistical model: three-variate probit

In this section, we want to model statistically on which performance signals
rms base their remuneration. The response variable Y will re ect the performance signals which are used at the posts, while the explanatory variables
X will be task descriptors and post characteristics.


Assuming that signals are available on individual, team, and rm level,
the rm has to choose between eight remuneration schemes. Formally, the
remuneration scheme employed at post j can be represented by a triple
(Yji ; Yjt ; Yjf ) where the rst entry Yji indicates whether individual signals
are used (Yji = 1) or not used (Yji = 0), the second entry Yjt indicates
whether team signals are employed (Yjt = 1) or not (Yjt = 0), while the third
dichotomous entry Yjf represents the choice with respect to rm signals (for
an illustration see Table 1 while ignoring the depicted frequencies for the
moment).




















Suppose that the value of using a particular signal k at post j is perceived
to be Yjk by the rm. Now, assume that the value of the signals as perceived
by the rm depends on the task descriptors of this post Xj in a linear way:
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where Xj is the true value of using the signal and j is an error vector which
describes any uncertainty that the rm has about the value of the signals.
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This error vector should be multivariately normal distributed:
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where the variances are set to one for identi cation reasons. The rm will use
a signal k when its value exceeds a xed value yk , e.g. the costs of installing
the new remuneration scheme. Hence, we get three equations for individual
(k = i), team (k = t), and rm level (k = f ) of the following type:
Yjk =


(

1 for Yjk  yk , jk  Xjk k ;
0 for Yjk > yk , jk > Xjk k ;

(3)

and the decision of the rm is statistically described as a three-variate probit
model.
Of course, there are alternative ways to model the relation between contracts
based on individual, team, or rm level and task characteristics. In particular, one may think of the linear probability model and the multinomial logit
model.
The linear probability model is known for its undesirable properties (see
e.g. Davidson and MacKinnon (1993), p.512) and cannot be considered a
serious alternative to the three-variate probit model. With respect to the
multinomial model, we note that two of its assumptions are very unlikely to
be ful lled: (i) adding or surpressing team remuneration may very well alter
the decision for or against rm remuneration and so the independence of
irrelevant alternatives assumption would be violated and (ii) if the decision
maker errs with respect to some intrinsic value of the remuneration on a
particular level, say team remuneration, then the errors of the eight possible
outcomes will be correlated and error terms are not independent.
4

The ECMOSS data

The data set which will be used for estimation stems from a survey called
Enqu^ete sur le Co^ut de la Main d'Oeuvre et la Structure des Salaires (ECMOSS) which was conducted in 1992 by the national statistical institute in
France (INSEE). About ten thousand private establishments were randomly
sampled and asked questions concerning labour costs; this explains the rst
part of the survey name: "Enqu^ete sur le Co^ut de la Main d'Oeuvre" (survey
6

on labour costs). Additionally, they were required to provide information on
the salary structure and other characteristics for a subsample of their workers
which is the reason for the second part of the survey name: "Enqu^ete sur la
Structure des Salaires". Moreover, questionnaires were sent to about 10,000
of the 150,000 subsampled workers.
As a result there is {in principle{ information on about ca. 10,000 posts: data
on payments, profession, and quali cation provided by the establishment and
descriptors for tasks supplied by the workers. To make the information from
the two sources available at the same time the respective data sets are merged
using oÆcial identi ers, date of birth, and gender. Since some of the observations cannot be uniquely matched, we are left with about 8,000 observations.
The data set includes information on payments made according to signals on
individual, team and rm level. The observation of such payments is closely
related to the usage of the respective signals in the incentive scheme. To get
some idea on the relevance of the remuneration schemes, the frequencies of
observed payments are presented in Table 1.
Coding
000
100
010
001
110
101
011
111

Observed payment conditioned on Observations Frequency
no signals
5259
65.4 %
only individual signals
879
10.9 %
only team signals
195
2.4 %
only rm signals
1412
17.6 %
individual and team signals
55
0.7 %
individual and rm signals
140
1.8 %
team and rm signals
78
1%
individual, team and rm signals
18
0.2 %
total
8036
source: own calculations using ECMOSS 1992

Table 1: Frequency of payments
Coding refers to the coding of signal usage for the statistical model as introduced in section 3.
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Testable implications

This section will describe the data in more detail and explain whether and
how it can be employed to check the three presumptions formulated in sec7

tion 2. First, the variables and problems of measuring remuneration are
discussed. Then, the variables describing posts are dealt with.
The data set contains no explicit information on the signal usage at the
di erent aggregation levels but only the size of individual, team, and rm
performance payments. Even when no payment is observed for a particular
signal, this does not mean that the signal is not included in the remuneration scheme. If the remuneration function speci es that payments should
only occur, when the performance of a worker exceeds a certain threshold,
then it is very well possible, that the lack of performance led to the fact that
no payment was observed, while the payment principally relies on that signal.
To circumvent this problem one can put structural assumptions on the distributions of the performance shock. However, this exercise would only be
useful if all contracts were threshold contracts. For other types of contracts,
such as linear contracts, the correction has to be di erent. As we have no
means to distinguish between the di erent contract types from the data, we
cannot pursue this avenue.
Alternatively, one could correct for the misclassi cation by extending the
approach of Hausman, Abrevaya, and Scott-Morton (1998) to multivariate
response-variables. The limitation of this approach is the required independence of the misclassi cation from post characteristics which is very likely to
be violated.1
Hence, we will use observed performance payment as an indicator for a perfomance pay contract based on the respective signal, hoping that the former
proxies the latter suÆciently well and being aware that we most likely observe too few performance pay contracts and that estimation results may be
downwardly biased.
There is a second aspect concerning the characterisation of the remuneration
scheme: it is not possible to identify from the data whether a bonus resulted
from an explicit contract or from an informal agreement. As the rst presumption deals with the formal use of signals, one has to be very careful
when trying to evaluate this presumption using the ECMOSS data.
1 As

Jospeh Lafranchi pointed out correctly, the usage of signals is more likely to be
observed if the respective payment is large. Hence, if size of payment is related to post
characteristics, a modi cation of Hausman, Abrevaya, and Scott-Morton (1998) cannot be
used. Future research of the author will try to address both: the misclassi cation and the
selectivity issue.
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To describe the tasks at the post, we consider variables which indicate
whether




administrative tasks are required at the post (MANAGE),





the work is de ned by a precise description of tasks (EXECUTE),

evaluation of other workers has to be carried out without e ect on their
salary (EVALUATE) and with e ect on their salary (JUDGE),
non-hierarchical professional contacts are required (COOPERATE),
minor problems are solved without referring to the hierarchy (RESPONS).

The exact de nition of these variables can be found in the appendix (see
Table 4.
MANAGE, EVALUATE, and JUDGE indicate complex multitask activities
and by the complexity presumption, they should reduce the incidence of formal signal usage. On the other hand, MANAGE implies that decisions have
to be taken, so that the responsibility presumption suggests an increased employment of rm signals. The variable JUDGE is problematic, since it might
not only be linked to multitasking but could be directly related to the remuneration scheme; i.e. someone who "judges" might be likely to be "judged"
due to characteristics of the working environment which are not re ected by
other observed variables. This environmental e ect will only prevail on the
individual level as such an e ect on the team or rm level would imply that
the worker has to judge himself.
The variable EXECUTE should have a negative e ect on signal usage according to the complexity presumption: if very precise objectives can be given,
this indicates a simple situation in which we expect more formal performance
signal usage. From the cooperation presumption, COOPERATE will have a
positive e ect on more aggregated signals while it reduces the importance of
individual signals. If minor problems are solved without referring to the hierarchy, the worker needs suÆcient incentives to solve these problems in the
interest of the rm; according to the responsibility presumption, RESPONS
should therefore increase the usage of rm signals.
To describe the time aspect of the rm-worker relationship, the following
three variables are analysed: FSENIOR gives the length of employment at
9

the rm, PSENIOR is the time spent at the present post, and TEMPORARY
indicates whether the worker was employed the full survey year. These timing variables in uence whether relational contracts can be enforced. Being
at the rm for a long time (FSENIOR) enables the rm to use promotion
as an individual remuneration device, so that individual bonus payments are
not necessary. Firm and team bonuses may lead the workers to identify with
the work environment, so that workers are less likely to quit. A long time
spent at the present post (PSENIOR) hints to the fact that promotion is not
or cannot be used as a remuneration device; hence, we would expect more
individual bonus payments. At the same time, it can also indicate that individual signals are suÆcient as incentives so that team and rm signals are not
required. If the relationship between worker and rm is not well established
(TEMPORARY), promotion and other relation related remuneration methods are precluded and individual performance pay has to be employed. On
the other hand, not getting rm or team remuneration reduces identi cation
with the employer and may induce the worker to quit more easily.
The expected e ects are summarised in Table 2. Once again, it should be
Table 2: Expected e
Variable presumption
MANAGE complexity
responsability
JUDGE complexity
see text
EVALUATE complexity
EXECUTE complexity
RESPONS responsability
COOPERATE cooperation
FSENIOR see text
PSENIOR see text
TEMPORARY see text

ects
I T F
- - +
- - +
- - + + +
+
- + +
- + +
+ - + - -

The column headings I, T, and F refer to the incidence of using individual, team, and rm signals.

pointed out that the e ects stemming from the complexity presumption concern the incidence of formal signal usage. Only if this formal signal usage is
positively related to the respective usage of performance remuneration, the
e ects will be present.
10

6

Results

After the deletion of observations for which variables had missing values,
about 7,200 observations are left to estimate model (3).
Additionally, to the variables of interest speci ed in the previous section, we
used the following control variables: profession on a 2-digit level ( ner levels
are available but do not yield suÆciently many observations), ve categories
describing the post in the establishment, the number of remunerated hours,
six educational dummies, nine age dummies, the gender of the worker, and
family status.
The estimations were carried out using maximum likelihood techniques and
the Newton-Raphson method. To estimate correlations between the error
terms three bi-variate probit models are estimated; convergence is achieved.
The Wald-2 test for model identi cation strongly rejects any model which
does not depend on the explanatory variables in all three estimations.
Table 3 presents the results of the estimations in terms of a change of the
probability when the respective explanatory variable is altered and all other
variables are evaluated for an average post. Looking at the results, we conclude: if it is necessary to judge others (JUDGE), this increases the incidence
of individual performance remuneration and has no e ect on aggregated signals. This nding can be explained by the environmental e ect. The reduction of signals which we expect from the complexity presumption cannot be
observed. Likewise, doing administrative tasks (MANAGE), evaluating other
workers (EVALUATE) and having a precise task description (EXECUTE)
do not show the e ects predicted by the complexity presumption.
In full accordance with the responsibility presumption, the incidence of rm
signals is strongly increased when it is necessary that minor problems have
to be solved by the occupant of the post without referring to the hierarchy:
the probability of being remunerated on rm signals increases about 4% for
an otherwise ordinary post. Slightly disturbing might be the negative sign
with respect to team signals which has a P-value of about 7%.
The cooperation presumption is also fully supported by the data. If nonhierarchical contacts are required at a speci c post, this decreases individual
performance pay about 1.5%, and increases the incidence of team performance pay by 1% and that of rm performance pay by 3%, where all changes
are highly signi cant.
11

Table 3: Estimated change in marginal e ects
Individual
Team

P

P
Variable X P-value
X P-value
MANAGE -.016 0.191
-.001 0.896
JUDGE .068 0.001*** .009 0.410
EVALUATE -.012 0.529
.006 0.581
EXECUTE -.002 0.821
-.007 0.177
RESPONS -.005 0.564
-.010 0.071*
COOPERATE -.014 0.100*
.010 0.034**
FSENIOR -.012 0.028**
.005 0.077*
PSENIOR .009 0.039** -.005 0.055*
TEMPORARY -.024 0.186
.004 0.726
BLUE COLLAR .026 0.227
- .013 0.194
WHITE COLLAR
reference group
TECHNICIAN .045 0.044**
.024 0.098*
MASTER .007 0.733
-.016 0.159
MANAGER .051 0.079*
.001 0.968
FEMALE -.035 0.000*** -.005 0.323
age dummies (8)
education dummies (5)
profession dummies(21)
family status
hours worked

P
X
-.003
-.013
-.025
.004
.039
.027
.044
-.033
-.124
-.037

Firm
P-value
0.846
0.505
0.229
0.671
0.000***
0.008***
0.000***
0.000***
0.000***
0.118

.005
.034
.022
-.028

0.839
0.174
0.497
0.013**

*** signi cant on 1% level, ** signi cant on 5% level, * signi cant on 10% level
The given P-values are from a WALD test on the coeÆcients determining the change
in the probability
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For the period of time spent at the rm (FSENIOR) the hypothesised e ects
seem to be present: for long periods signi cantly higher incidences of team
and rm performance pay can be observed. With respect to individual signals, the expected reduction takes place.
The results for the time length since the last promotion (PSENIOR), indicates that individual performance pay and performance pay on aggregated
signals together with implicit contracts are two alternative remuneration
packages which are used as substitutes. The choice between those substitutes
could be explained by the cooperation or responsibility hypothesis. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to explore this bundle characteristic further.
Having not worked permanently at the rm in the surveyed year (TEMPORARY), has a highly signi cant e ect on reducing the incidence of rm
performance pay. However, no increase in individual performance remuneration can be observed.
The three-variate probit also allows us to estimate the correlation between the
error terms. From these correlations, it can be concluded that beyond the inuence of the explanatory variables, individual and rm signal remuneration
schemes are rather substitutes; the respective correlation is -.2 and highly
signi cant. Not surprisingly remunerations based on signals of neighbouring
aggregation levels are positively correlated: in both cases the correlation is
around .09.
To check for robustness of our results, we also estimate the linear probability
model and the multinomial model using ordinary least squares and maximum
likelihood. The estimates from the linear probability model are surprisingly
close; often they conincide up to the third decimal place (see Table 5 in the
appendix). Less strinkingly, estimation of the multinomial logit supports
the major ndings from the three-variate probit model concerning signs and
signi cance in accordance with the responsability and the cooperation presumption and evidence about the complexity presumption remains mixed.
Another objection one might raise against the three-variate probit model is
the following: maybe, the general decision whether to use performance pay
is intrinsically di erent from the decision to use a particular type of performance pay. One could imagine that the decision to remunerate workers
based on some performance measure is made before the rm decides on the
measure. To check whether this in uences our results, we re-estimate the
13

probit model using only observations where at least one form of performance
remuneration was given. While the actual estimates di er, signs and signi cance levels remain unchanged.
Overall, we conclude from the three alternative speci cations that the support of the data for the responsability and the cooperation presumption is
fairly robust.
Slade (1996) nds more convincing evidence in favour of multitask e ects.
Di ering from our analysis she has very precise measures concerning the
number and type of tasks for otherwise rather homogenous posts at gas stations in Vancouver. Hence, the bad standing of the complexity presumption
in our case can probably be traced back to our imprecise measure of multitasking. Recall also, that the complexity presumption makes a statement
about formal performance contracts while we observe formal and informal
remunerations pooled. So it might very well be, that the reduction of formal
performance pay in multitask settings is present in the data but cannot be
observed since it is compensated by an increase of informal bonuses and not
by a decrease in bonus payments.
Using rm level data, Goldin (1986) observed that rms with a large proportion of women use piece rates signi cantly more often while we nd that
being a woman reduces the incident of signal based remuneration signi cantly on individual and on the rm level. On rst sight, our ndings stands
in contrast to the argument put forward by Goldin, that women should more
often get performance pay than men as unemployment spells due to child
rearing reduce the scope for implicit or relational contracts. This argument
hinges on the time-wise di erent employer-employee relationship which is in
our analysis controlled for by FSENIOR, PSENIOR, and TEMPORARY.
Since Goldin worked on the aggregate level, similar information was not at
her disposal. Using this information, we nd support for her argument. Nevertheless, a non-negligible di erence between men and women pertains after
controlling for the di erences in employment time. This di erence cannot be
explained by the above reasoning.
Performance pay in form of piece rates is theoretically predicted and usually
found to be positively correlated with higher compensation (see Seiler (1984),
Brown (1992) or Pele (1997)). As our data suggest that women receive
performance pay less often, it would be interesting to know how much of the
wage gap between men and women can be attributed to this di erence of
receiving performance payments.
14

7

Conclusion

It was the goal of our analysis to shed some light on rm's choice of remuneration schemes, i.e. we attempted to explain how rms alleviate the hidden
action problem which prevails in many employer-employee relationships. We
focused on the level at which worker's performance is evaluated.
Drawing from the large theoretical literature on incentives, three presumptions were formulated which link task characteristics to the choice of the
rm whether or not to remunerate based on individual, team, and rm performance. The choice of rms amongst these alternatives were modeled statistically by a three-variate probit model. Matching data on post characteristics and remuneration methods stemming from a survey on private French
establishments rendered the estimation of the statistical model feasible.
Controlling for profession, demographic information, and hierarchical position, we nd support for two of the presumptions: jobs which require decision
making are likely to be coupled with rm performance pay (responsability
presumption) and jobs which necessitate coordination and cooperation come
along with less usage of individual and more usage of aggregated performance
measures (cooperation presumption). Evidence for a reduced employment of
formal performance measures in complex situations (complexity presumption) is mixed. Here, results are hampered by the fact that the information
whether signals are used formally is not explicit in the data.
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Variable Question
MANAGE Aviez-vous alors des fonctions d'encadrement?
Do you occupy a managing position?
Etiez-vous amene a evaluer vos subordonnes?
Do you had to evaluate your subordinates?
JUDGE Oui, et cette evaluation avait un e et sur leur salaire
Yes, and that evaluation had an e ect on their salary
EVALUATE Oui, et cette evaluation n'avait pas un e et sur leur salaire
Yes, and that evaluation had no e ect on their salary
Non
No
EXECUTE Comment etait de ni le travail a accomplir?
How was the the worker that had to be accomplished de ned?
plut^ot par une description de t^aches precises a executer
mainly by a description of precise tasks to be executed
plut^ot par une xation d'objectifs globaux
mainly by xing global objectives

Table 4: Questions and variable codings

EXECUTE=0

EXECUTE=1

JUDGE=0, EVALUATE=0

EVALUATE=1

JUDGE=1

1=yes, 0=no

Coding

19

Variable Question
RESPONS En cas d'incident mineur dans la production (ou la marche du service),
quelle reaction attendait-on de vous?
In case of a minor accident in the production (or on the market of your service),
what reaction was expected from you?
vous etiez encourage a regler d'abord vous-m^eme le probleme
you were encouraged to solve the problem yourself?
vous deviez en referer avant tout a la hierarchie?
you had to consult your supervisor rst?
COOPERATE Aviez-vous des contact professionals avec des salaries d'autres services,
sans passer par votre superieur hierarchique immediat?
Did you have professional contacts with workers from other
departments without the hierarchical tier above you being involved?
souvent
often
parfois
sometimes
jamais
never
il n'y avait pas d'autres services
there were no other services

Table 4: Questions and variable codings (continued).

COOPERATE=0

COOPERATE=0

COOPERATE=1

COOPERATE=1

RESPONS=0

RESPONS=1

Coding

Table 5: Alternative model speci cations
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*** signi cant on 1% level, ** signi cant on 5% level, * signi cant on 10% level. The given P-values are from a WALD
test on the coeÆcients determining the change in the probability.
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